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Eliminate Fire Hazards in Barn Construction

TO.

11.

Flues should be at least 12 to 15 inches from combustible sills or
walls. Heating units should be at least 28 inches from combusti-
ble material.
Lay 15 or more inches of masonry between the furnace and any
combustible part of the frame structure. Leave V2 inch air space
between the masonry above the furnace and the framework.
This crack can be stuffed with rockwool or other fire-proof
insulation.
Locate the bottom tier poles high enough so that the tobacco
will hang three feet above the flues or other heating equipment.
(Use sticks of sufficient length.)
Suspend poultry wire over the furnaces and flues to catch falling
sticks and leaves. (Loop tobacco securely with four-ply twine.)
Electric wiring of a barn should be installed by a competent
electrician whose work should conform to the safety regulations
of the National Electrical Code.
Each ioint of flue pipe should be securely wired or riveted on
two sides.
The stack elbow coming from the barn should be supported on
a masonry footing or by wire.
The stack should be anchored at least 12 inches from the barn
at four points on the stack with wire or metal bands. Allow for a
clearance of 12 inches from inflammable material where the
stack passes through the shed roof.
Better draft and less fire hazard may be expected if the stack
extends about two feet above the ridge of the barn roof.
With the stoker ”clean out” door inside the barn, remove clinkers
from the barn as the ”clean out” is completed.
Locate the barn a safe distance from other buildings.
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Flue-Cured Tobacco
Barn Construction

R. R. Bennett, 5. N. Hawks, Jr., and R. M. Ritchie, Jr.
The high fuel and insurance cost involved in curing tobacco em-

phasizes the importance of proper barn construction. In many cases
tobacco barns are being operated with holes in the gable ends, open-
ings under the eaves between the rafters, and ridge ventilators that
cannot be closed. In practice and under experimental conditions, it
has been found that this open condition of the barn is both expensive
and unnecessary.

Building Materials
Walls:
From the standpoint of efficiency and low heat loss, the old log

barn is still one of the best, if properly constructed, although waste-
ful of timber.
Another good construction material and type of structure is the

frame barn with a layer of boards or insulating board, a layer of
building paper or roll roofing and a layer of boards on the outside.
(Actually a layer of building paper nailed to the inside and outside of
the upright studs and a layer of boards nailed to the inside and out-
side with a dead air space between the two layers of building paper.
gives a better heat retaining wall than one layer of paper between
two close layers of lumber.) However, most people do not like to
sacrifice the space taken up by the sealed walls on the inside of the
barn. A layer of boards against the studs, a layer of building paper
covered with the insulation board to which asphalt covered gravel is
applied makes a good wall. (Mastic should be used in the joints.)
Roofi
From the standpoint of heat loss and to reduce the extreme

changes in the temperature, solid sheathing is to be preferred. In
case a metal roof is used, it should be supported with solid sheath-
ing or insulated or both. Two-inch by six-inch rafters must be
used if they are to help support the tier poles.
Insulation:

It has been found that proper insulation of the side walls and
ceiling on the inside of tobacco barns gives a considerable saving in
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fuel, especially if the side walls are subject to considerable air leak-
age and the barn has a tin roof. Tobacco barns with tight double
walls with heavy building paper between and solid sheathing, to
prevent air leakage, may not require insulation.

Reflective coated Kraft paper, fire resistant cotton, fiber glass,
rock wool, insulation board and other efficient insulation materials
may be used for insulating tobacco barns. Actually fiber board and
insulation board are easier to install and with less danger of sagging
as an insulation material for the ceiling.

It is not practical or economical to insulate a barn unless the in-
sulation materials are installed securely and protected so as to insure
long life. Fireproof cotton and rock wool, which are stuck to paper
on one side, can be held in place by stapling poultry wire over the
insulation or by strip nailing Kraft paper over the insulation. Longstaples or nails should be used to hold the poultry wire and insula-
tion in place so as not to pack the insulation tightly against the wall.
Packing reduces the efficiency of the material.

Such materials as fiber glass should be protected by covering with
tough Kraft paper held in place with strips of wood.
The reflective coated Kraft paper is easy to install and is probably

the most economical material that has been tried to date. It shrinks
some as a result of the changing temperature and moisture; there-
fore, care should be exercised to see that the edges of Kraft paper
overlap two inches or more. Strips should be nailed along the overlap
(seams) and every two feet apart where spans of Kraft paper, 3 or
4 feet wide, are used in addition to the strips to hold the paper in
place. Install long rolls of insulation material vertically (up and
down the walls) between the upright studs rather than horizontally
with the ground.
New barns should be built with upright studs 4 feet and 4 inches

on center or 24 inches on center to provide for easy installation of
insulation material.
Foundation:
Fasten 2 x 6 sills to foundation by embedding bolts in the concretefoundation or in fresh concrete poured into the holes of the top layerof concrete blocks.
The high foundation is very important in that the sills and otherbuilding materials are further removed from the hot furnaces, fluesand heating units.
If bottom ventilation is needed, the openings should be well dis-tributed around the barn and small enough to prevent drafty air
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currents. This can be obtained by turning one layer of four-inch
concrete blocks so that the holes are open to the outside. The holes
in the blocks should narrow to a quarter or half inch slit on the in-
side. The outer holes can then be stuffed with such material as
rockwool to regulate the amount of air admitted. For detail of this
block, see Fig. 2. It is important to place this layer of concrete
blocks low enough so that the holes open beneath the flue level in the
barn.
Tier Poles:

Tier poles should be about 22 to 26 inches, one above the other,
depending on the size of tobacco being grown. Round tier poles from
small trees are preferred by most growers and are highly recom_
mended. A 2 x 6 tier pole or two 1 X .6 spaced apart with blocks of
2 x 4 between may be used.

If 2 x 6 or two 1 x 6 are used for tier poles, horizontal braces and
vertical braces will be needed to make the poles rigid enough to
support the weight of tobacco and the people who hang the tobacco.
Notice how the horizontal braces are located and how the vertical
braces are supported by the rafters at the top. If the tier poles are
tied to the rafter it is essential that the rafters be 2 x 6 to carry the
load. Round tier poles of sufficient size needs no bracing.
Doon ,
The barn door located on the opposite end from the furnace has

some advantages, especially with the flue arrangement as shown in
Figure 1. The foundation at the bottom of the door should not be
high enough to interfere with handling the tobacco across since high
door sills will cause breaking and bruising of tobacco.
Ridge Ventilator:
Probably the most important immediate change needed in the

present barns and additions to new barns is to construct a ridge
ventilator like that shown the diagram on pages 12 and 13. The
reason for specifying this type of ventilator, which was developed
at the Oxford Test Farm, is that the ventilator is designed to reduce
the interference from outside winds with the inside conditions in
the barn. For example, the flat covering over the ridge ventilator
tends to allow strong winds to blow straight through between the
ridge and ventilator roof. On the other hand, the usual type of ridge
covering, built on the same pitch; as the barn roof, tends to encourage
winds to strike the curved underside of the ridge covering and be
deflected down through the ventilator opening. This tends to upset
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the air movements in the barn. Also the ventilator doors inside the
barn are built in such a way as to further reduce the tendency for
direct streams of air entering the barn. The ventilator doors are
built in at least four sections (2 or more to a side) to reduce the
influence of gusty winds that might be blowing against one side of
the barn.
As the ventilators stand open, a sort of partition is formed to

encourage the air to be expelled from each section of the barn more
uniformly. (If a grower has hit upon an idea for a ridge ventilator
that will prevent outside influence or cold spots and down drafts in
the barn and the ventilator is satisfactory, a change would not be
necessary.)
The control poles for opening and closing the ventilators may be

braced against the outside of the barn as shown in Figure 8, or the
ventilators may be operated by control poles braced to the tier poles
and extending Within about two feet of the ground on the inside of
the barn as shown in the alternate plan. The ventilators may be
controlled by using springs to hold the vents open and a Wire or cord
running under the eave to the outside of the barn to pull the vents
closed. Most any convenient system that will insure positive control
will be all right. A makeshift system that is apt to break down dur-
ing the cure should not be tolerated.
Flue Arrangement:
The flue should be located high in the back of the furnace and

should be about 10 inches above ground level where it emerges from
the furnace. Give just enough elevation to insure good draft. Usually
six inches of rise from the furnace to the end of the barn where the
flue goes out to the stack is sufficient. If the flues draw too freely
there will be excess heat loss from the stack.

If there are areas in the barn where the tobacco does not cure out
easily, try additional flues or check the ventilation control.

Automatic draft controls may be installed in the flues as they
emerge from the barn to control the draft and reduce heat loss from
the stack. These controls will also aid in drawing more heat to the
cold side of the barn. Small fans have been used successfully at
Oxford to circulate the gasses in the flues. These fans in the flues
serve to circulate the gasses to get most of the heat out and to reduce
stack loss.
Stoker Furnace:

In building a stoker furnace, it is highly important to use a very
thin smear of cement between bricks (dip the edges to be smeared
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into a thin mixture of high temperature cement). Thick layers of
cement tend to crumble and fall out. Use high temperature cement
mortar between the brick layers.
The shape of furnace showu in the top View (Figure 9) has the

advantage of avoiding direct radiation or glare from the heat which
causes red fire joints. This system reduces the difficulty from red-
hot fire joints.

Stoker furnaces should have a large sheet of metal, 16 gauge or
heavier, lying on top and extending about one foot over the end of
the furnace. This sheet of metal will spread the heat and protect
the top of the furnace from careless feet. Set brick up around the
edge of the furnace to support the sheet metal.
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FIG-3 RAFTER CUTTING PROCEDURE \
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VENTILATOR NO. ILATOR m. 2
I“. 5' RIDGE BOARDALUMINUM-ASPHALT SHI0R . . .SHEET METAL . 1 .'..———I up

BLD'G..‘
NOTE '3‘

TIER POLES. NAILED OR BOLTEDNOTE '4'HORIZONTALSUPPORTSUNDER zm‘flTIERs.

a'xe'llé'CONCRETE 2‘- 6~ SILL
4' BLOCK FORVENTILATIONFlu. LIMNOTE ‘2' 2SOLID CONCRETE FOOTING

SIDE VIEW‘FIGURE 3
NOTE: I. 4' WIDTHS OF INSULATION INSTALLED BETWEEN STUDS WITHOUTCUTTING-BEFORE TIER POLES ARL INSTALLED.2. 6" FILL NSIDE OF BARN NECESSARY IN EASTERN PART OF N. C.FOR DRAINAGE.3. USE SOLID SHEATHING EVEN WITH SHEET STEEL ROOFING.4.‘ SHORT Z'.4'BLOCKS MAY BE USED TO SUPPORT TIERS ON STUDS.‘

FIG.4-
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SEE- VENTILATOR DETAIL

2“. G'RAFTERS2'. PLATEOP TER POLEST0 RAFTERI214214“ STUDS4'— 4‘
IS'TIER POLES24' QC.

2‘. 4'BRACESAT 45'VERTTCAL BOARDSBATTENS MAY BESUBSTITUTED NOTE ‘I'
4'. 6'. I6"or BLOCKPLACED ON SIDEFOR VENTILATION

END VIEW
NOTE: I‘ROUND TIER POLES ARE GENERALLYPREFERRED T0 IXG POLES IF AVAILABLE.

FIG. 5
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END VIEW
OPPOSITE END FROM FURNACE ' SHOW'NG DOOR

6
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T.R.= Too‘QHEo RING coynscroa5,3 DIA.T.RJ 3/4 DIA.BOLT$ USED
J. nu. flour

2'.21.x; 0V: tour
PMT a: REDdiv °"

M NAIL IACN TIER

END VIEW SIDE VIEW
HORIZONTAL {VERTICAL SWINGING" SUPPORTS

FOR TIER POLES AND BRACES
TOBACCO BARN - FLUE CURED

FIG.7
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Ridge Ventilator Details
SHEATHING EXTENDS UP

SHEATHING EXTENDS UPBETWEEN VENTILATOR BRACESAND FITS FIGHT AGAINSTBOARD
l_ _C. -(NOTE'P') 7_ 7‘

2'X 2" UPPER

END VIEW OF VENTILATOR

ADJUSTING BAR

BETwEEN VENTILATOR BRACEs AND ’7“FITS TIGHT AGAINST Ix9"BOARD« I ‘7“?”7 ,' .a‘. 1.3«0'
I \ 4 5he“ I -/NOTE‘P' ‘ /‘ ~. ’

3DOWN POSITION UP POSITION
uz, ”IV2. 5 BOLT. _ _ I 4-4" 4-4" -~ -- .-2.2.e GUIDE BARS '3 “TOP TIER POLEs F I.2.e

L :: pPLATE LINE IE IU VERTICAL ADJUSTING BAP__ _ I _ BETWEEN TIER POLES.L. p BOTTOM TIER POLES WhamNOT ’Z‘LH! I”: \‘— ' l : I“ T—anj-I‘FSTEEL LOCK PIN2.4“.IO'CUIDE BARS"
~ UPPER ADJUSTING BAR

I2"X5'BOLT

:OPEN POSITION
-='CLOSED POSITION

2.
V2" HOLE {3‘4"

L I7'.o" '-O" I.
®VERTICAL ADJUSTING BAR(2 PER VENTILATOR)

[L IO'- 8' IUPPER ADJUSTING BAR(2 PER VENTILATORI
i I"X|"ll/8"ANGLE-MOUNT WITH SCREWS (NOTE 0)

L I I EIL" t7 II 5-5 I/4'BEVEL© VENTILATOR DOOR(2 PER VENTILATOR)
l"x9"x2'- 2" BOARD (2 PER VENTILATOR)(CLOSE DOOR BEFORE NAILING TO INSURE GOOD FIT)

l-Iflj I" "'4. j‘mé

4.3/4"
© BRACE (4 PER VENTILATOR)
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I I: I L‘2 I 'II I 2"II4" VERTICALI ADJUSTING BARt = 'I I I2 I I I NOTE: A-: I I B-
I I CI fix? BLOCKL = ( AILED TO SIDING) D'l[24"): 5- BOARDS.... ' 5-l/2' HOLES-I”APART E-

fiLJ {STEEL PIN r-
. G.

VENTILATOR DETAILS ”'FIGURE

vIEw SHOWING ALTERNATE METHODCUT HOLE IN 50% FOR or OPERATING VENTILATOR
T LG SHEATHING(NOTE '0') RIDGE BOARD

6v_ 5.I DOOR SUPPORT

VIEW OF VENTILATOR FRAMING
2 VENTILATORS REQUIRED FOR THE INCLUDED BARN DESIGNTHE VENT. MAY BE SHORTENED TO INSTALL BETWEEN EACH ROOM OF ACONVENTIONAL BARN.ALL LUMBER SHOULD BE WELL SEASONED TO AVOID WARPAGE ANDSHRINKAGE. THE EFFICIENCY OF THE VENTILATOR DEPENDS UPONTIGHTNESS OF FIT.I PIECE OF HEAVY ROLL ROOFING 3'xl4‘ MAY BE USED OVER SOUDSHEATHING TO COVER BOTH VENTILATORS.T0 INSURE FULL MOVEMENT. DRILL HOLES FOR ADJUSTING VENTILATOROPENING AFTER VENTILATOR IS ASSEMBLED.LOCATE BOTTOM OF VENTILATOR FRAME |‘-6' BELOW TOP OF RIDGEACCURATELY.USE OF ANGLE BRACE WILL HELP PREVENT WARPING OF THE DOOR.TWO METHODS OF OPERATING THE VENTILATORS ARE SHOWN. THEYMAY ALSO BE OPERATED BY USING SPRINGS TO HOLD THEM OPENAND PULL CHAINS 0R WIRES TO CLOSE THEM.
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Construction Details For Stoker Furnace

." . 2.5.":‘4 name: sun nun. mas Iron

Sc!"‘1"; L- _
73%;. —

2r.1

I”: ‘- ",- __n'._.|
FIG.9 {11.3101 TOP VIEW

Z'AIR BETWEEN FURNACE AND

AIR I COAL FEED

SIDE VIEW
FIG. l0
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STEPI

RETORTSTOKERPLATFORMS

NOTE:I.LEAVEANOPENINGOF5-4”INTHE
BARNFOUNDATION. 2.HALF-BLOCKMAYBEUSEDToFILL INTHE9'.O‘SPACEORFULLSIZE BLOCKMAYBEFITTEDINWHENTHE WALLIsCOMPLETED. 3405.ATRENCHa'DEEPFROMOUTER EDGEOFTHEWALLLINEINTOBARN ToRECEIVE,THEI6“.36'TILERETORT PLATFORMUSETHECENTEROFTHE FOUNDATIONOPENINGToLOCATETHE TRENCH—LEVELTHEBOTTOM. 4.DICATRENCHe".32".48"FORTHE STOKERPLATFORM—ALLOWASLOPE OFI'IN2'AWAYFROMFOUNDATIONFOR DRAINAGE. 5-L‘AYTHE5‘.a“-I2"TILEASSHOWN. 6-OTHERSIZEDTILEMAYBESUBSTITUT- -EDIFTHEPLATFORMSAREAT LEASTTHEMINIMUMSIZESHOWN WHENCOMPLETED. 7.BACKFILLAROUNDTHEPLATFORMS.
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STEP3

RETORTSECONDARY

PLACING

II ",..-.‘___P.-_,.-- ,r-“

DU393
INIIIIII
::

='3NOTE:

AIRPORTOPENING I.PLACETHERETORTINTHECENTER OFTHEPLATFORM30'/2"FROMTHE OUTSIDEOFTHEFOUNDATION. 2.RAISETHERETORTUNTILITSTOPIS ayg'AEOVETHETILE. 3-PLACEATILEBLOCKONEACHSIDE OFRETORTI.FORMSECONDARYAIR PORTSBYSETTINGal/é'TILEAs SHOWN. 4.THESTOKER-FEED-aRETORT SHOULDBELEVELEDATTHISTIME ACCORDINGToTHEMANUFACTURER‘S SPECIFICATIONS.
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STEP4

LAYINGCOMMONREDBRICKONTHETILE8.PLACINGTHEHEARTHMIX

mp

SEENOTE'5'‘4‘
FIG.I5

NOTE:I.
2. 5.CLEARANCEOF2'BETWEENTHE FURNACEa.FOUNDATION. PACKSTIFFHEARTHMIXOVER COAL-AIRFEEDTOTOP3.FRONT OFTILEORFILLWITHSAND. -FRAMESECONDARYAIRPORTSBY STANDINGFIREBRICKONEND-FILL INSPACEBETWEENBRICK8TILE WITHHEARTHMIX. -LAYCOMMONREDBRICKTOFORM THEFURNACEBASE. FILLINWITHHEARTHMIXTOFORM THEFURNACEFLOOR-FLOORSI‘KXLD BELEVELTOTOPOFBRICK. -TOPOFRETORTISNow“/2"ABOVE FURNACEFLOOR.
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STEPNOTE:I.HIGHTEMPERATURECEMENTMORTARJOINTSMADEBY __DIPPINGFIREBRICKINATHINMIerREOFH

FURNACECONSTRUCTIONTEMPERATUREMORTARI.PLACING.THCKJOINTSARE

UNDESIRABLE.

2.FURNACEDOORINPLACESEFOREFIRSTCOURSE

IsBEGUN.MOUNTDOORWITHMASONRY FASTENERS.

3.SECONDARYAIRPORTSIDEFORMEDBYPLACINGFIRE

BRICKON_2'/2"SIDE-CUTBRICK'TOFORM 51/2;.4}:OPEN.PORTIS5”FROMTOPOF THEFURNACE. 4FLUEOPENINGBEGINSAFTERTHIRDLAYER OFFIREBRICKISPLACED.THEOPENINGIs I'/2BRICKSWIDEa.sLAYERHIGH.

\2‘.I/4".Is’STEELFLATBARISLAIDOVER

TOPOFOPENINGTOSUPPORTTHEREMAINT -INGLAYEROFBRICK.

G‘VACW5THE4V2"OPENINGISINALLTENLAYERG'

FIREBRICK.

SEEI

.EQ
.\x

SEE5x\4ADVANTAGESOFTHE‘T’FURNACE

.

7*NMTT\

lI,ITHE4V2"SLOTTHROUGHWHICHTHE

SEE4IIlJrIHEATEDAIRMUSTPASSBEFOREENTERINGTHE

''‘«um-orFLUECHAMBEREFLUEPREVENTSDIRECT
mum"RADIATIONONTHEFLUE.THEFURNACEWALL

1I1NEARTHEFLUEII.THEFLUEDONOTHEAT
1r1IEXCESSIVELY.INCONVENTIONALFURNACES .......TI-EFLUEWALL2.FLUEINLETISOVERHEATED

SEE2ADUEToDIRECTRADIATION.

SECONDARYAIRENTERSTHEFURNACE

s'FROMTHETOPTOCIRCULATETI-EHOTAIR ATTHETOPTHROUGHTHEFLUE.
THESEADVANTAGESGIVETHETFURNACE

FIG.15AMORECONSTANTMOVEMENTOFAIRWHICH

PREVENTSOVERHEATING.
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STEP6

COMPLETINGFURNACE&FOUNDATION

\\NOTE:I.METALADAPTERFORI2"DIA.I'LUEIsI2 \\LONG-PLACEINOPENINGaFILLSPACE
\BETWEENBRICKa.ADAPTERBYPACK-
§\-INGINAHIGHTEMPERATURECAST- \‘-ABLE. \2.CASTABLEREFRACTORYSLABS-I4)

Cs'xI2'II30'a.(2)33I23:20“ 3,.'orCEMENTASBESTOSOVERTHE ENTIREFURNACETOP.NOTLESS THANAI6GAUGE‘METALCOVERING SUPPORTEDBYBRICKISLAIDOVER, THEASBESTOSTOPToPERMIT STANDINGONTHEFURNACE(METAL COVERINGNOTSHOWN) 4-.FOUNDATIONISCOMPLETED.THEFLUES AREINSTALLEDSIMILARTONOTE‘I'5.THETILEENDSEXPOSEDON OUTSIDEOFBARNARECLOSEDWITH ASTIFFCASTABLE.

HIIWIIIIIIIIIII

\IIIIIIIIIIIII SEENOTE
SEE3 SEE SEEl

-REFERTODRAWINGIFORFOUNDATION WALLDETAIL&COMPLETEFURNACE LAYOUT.—

NOTE:5.FLUEADAPTERINFOUNDATIONIS8'

HIGHERTHANTHEFURNACE

F'G-'7ADAPTER.
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22GAUGESPEETMETALADAPTER FORI2'DIAMETERFLUE

FOUNDATDNWALL

4FIREBRICK'36'

NOTE:I-THISFURNACEARRANGEMENT

PUTSFURNACEDOORON OUTSIDEOFBARNFOR EASIERCLEANING.
—OFFSETANGLEVARIESFROM

30'T045'.DEPENDINGON THEINSTALLATION.

/Z¢7//

COMMONREDBRICK

3-AFTERTHERETORTANDSTOKER PLATFORMSAREBUILT,SET RETORTANDCOAL-AIRFEED INPLACE.THENFILLINARWND THEMWITHTILEANDHEARTH

(SEENOTE4)

‘3
,‘sec'o'NoAR <AIR‘ré

.>_..3»1€|{

FURNACEDOOR

oht'vj;
’HEARTHMIX,

MIXORSAND. REDBRICKFACINGONFRONTOF FURNACEMAYBELAIDAFTER FURNACEISBUILT,BESURETOGETATIGHTJOINTBETWEENREDBRICKANDFIREBRICK.nV

STOKERPLATFORM

r; Pm,

STOKERHOPPER

u 92 IMDIHEBHH

,'COAL-AIRFEED

/«'5;.(SEENOTE3)

.Ql =>I3l8838|3 Z

//_/////

l8"

.\‘\‘

ALTERNATE

FIGUREI8

FURNACEPLAN
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FLUE-CURED TOBACCO BARN -—— BILL OF MATERIALS
Concrete: Concrete Block:
125 cu. yds. 123:5 mix 250—8x8x16”
6 bags cement 20—8x8x16” corner blocks
0.8 cu. yds. sand 50—4x8x16”
1.3 cu. yds. gravel
Mortar for Concrete Blocks: 1:3 mix
7 bags mortar mix
0.8 cu. yds. brick sand
Lumber: \

No. pcs. Dimensions Use
4 2x6"x18’ Sills V
18 2x6"x12’ Rafters
8 2x4”x18’ Plate

45 2x4”x14’ Studs, Ventilator
3 2x4”x12’ Ventilator

16 2X4”x10’ Braces
4 2x2"x12’ Ventilator
2 1x9”x14’ Ventilator
2 1x8"x10’ Ridgeboard

56 1x6”x18’ Tier Poles
2 1x6”x14’ Ventilator
2 1x4”x18’ Tier Pole Supports2 1x4”x12’ Ventilator

1700 bd. ft. Sheathing
1400 bd. ft. T&G Roofers—Siding

Building Paper: 1200 sq. ft.
Roofing:
20—10’ sheets galvanized or aluminum roofing (for roof only)

plus 3’x14’ piece heavyweight roll roofing (for ventilator
cover), OR: 4.5 sqs. composition roofing (for roof and venti-lator cover).

Paint: 7 gallons
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Hardware:
1 pr. 8”strap hinges—(door)
8 prs. 3” strap hinges

(ventilator)
12—25/3" diam. Toothed rings

(tier pole supports)
14—1/2 X 5” bolts (ventilator)

(tier pole supports)
3—1/2” x 6” bolts (tier pole

supports)
16—1/2” X 12” bolts (anchor

bolts)
4—pcs. 1 X 1 X 1A;” angle iron

(ventilator)
Nails, screws, etc.

Stoker Furnace Material:
60—8 X 8 x 12” hollow tile

blocks
4—31/2 X 8 X 12” hollow tile

blocks
270—9 X 414 X 21/2” firebrick
40—common red brick
200—le. hearth mix
100—1bs. high temp. cement

mortar
4—3X X12 X 30” castable re-

fractory slabs
2—3 X 12 x 20” castable re-

fractory slabs
100—lbs. cement asbestos

mortar
4—sheet metal adapters for

flues
1—furnace door and frame

For alternate furnace plan, with furnace door on outside of barn,
add 40 common red brick.

The authors express sincere appreciation to the Oxford Test Farm
and the North Carolina Experiment Station for assistance in the
preparation of this circular.
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